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ABSTRACT
Rosetta was launched from Kourou on the 2nd March
2004 to meet Comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko in
2014. Following the encounter with Asteroid Steins in
September 2008 it was noticed that the friction levels
in the bearings of RWA B had increased and there was
evidence of cage instability in the friction plots.
Relubrication was performed in 2009 and again in
2010 and initially looked very positive but after a while
the higher than normal friction levels returned and, as a
precautionary measure, RWA B was switched off after
the encounter with asteroid Lutetia in the summer of
2010. Shortly afterwards RWA C began to show signs
of increased friction noise. RWA C was relubricated
twice and initially also showed improved performance
but flipped between smooth running and noisy periods.
Data from accelerometers mounted on the Philae lander
were used to assist in evaluating the impact of the
lubrication activity on RWA performance by
examining the microvibration signature of the RWA
before and after relubrication and comparing the data
with ground based microvibration test results. Whilst
Rosetta was in Deep Space Hibernation a series of
ground tests were performed using the FS RWA and
post hibernation the operating parameters for the
RWAs were changed with remarkable results.
Keywords: Rosetta, Reaction Wheel, lubrication, cage
instability, bearing friction, bearing, friction noise.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The set of 4 RWAs for Rosetta were manufactured by
Airbus Defense and Space Ltd, formally Astrium,
based in Stevenage, UK and delivered in November
2000. The design was basically identical to those
installed and operating successfully on SOHO, XMM
and Integral, namely 40Nms with 0.2Nm reaction
torque output; the principle difference being that
Rosetta and SOHO both use SRG60 whereas XMM
and Integral use KG80 as the lubricant. By the time of
the Rosetta delivery SOHO and XMM were both
operational and performing as expected. Unique to the
Rosetta programme was a Hibernation Life Test Wheel
(HLTM), which was reported in ESMATS 2001:

Liege [1], to test the impact of the deep space
hibernation at -35C. Post-delivery the RWAs were
installed on the spacecraft and underwent the normal
spacecraft AIT test programme. The HLTM RWA
successfully completed its cold storage test and is still
running today, having commenced a life test in 1996,
four years prior to the Rosetta RWA delivery.
Rosetta was originally targeted for a comet called
Wirtanen but this was changed following the failure of
Ariane’s ECA maiden flight. The mission to the new
target of Comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko was
2 years longer than the original mission but still
required both Earth and Mars fly-bys as well as a
period of deep space hibernation beyond the orbit of
Jupiter. The new mission would also take advantage of
close encounters with 2 Asteroids; Steins (August
2008) and Lutetia (July 2010) to closely observe and
study these objects. The choreography of these
encounters was dictated by the capabilities of the
RWAs and the need to flip the spacecraft to continue
observation, as Rosetta flew pass at relative speeds of
8,620 m/s (Steins) and 15,000 m/s (Lutetia).
Following the encounter with Asteroid Steins it was
noted that the friction on RWA B had changed
compared with the other 3 RWAs - it had become
noisy. It was also noted that there had been a change in
the bearing heater ON/OFF switching profile, possibly
as a result of a change in the thermal environment or
possibly as a result of the additional heat being
generated by the bearings. As the heater control is via a
thermistor close to the lower bearing, this pointed to
the cage instability possibly being confined to the
lower bearing.
This paper presents the results from the in-orbit
maintenance and ground testing undertaken between
January 2009 and February 2014, covering the period
post encounter with Asteroid Steins and successful exit
from hibernation in January 2014 in preparation for the
encounter with Comet 67P in the spring of 2014.
2.

REACTION WHEEL DESIGN

The RWAs fitted to Rosetta were designed and
developed at Airbus DS, Stevenage between 1987 and
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2000. During that period the mechanical design
changed very little but the processing of the bearings
and the lubrication system underwent a process of
continuous development and improvement by adopting
industry wide best practises and lessons learnt from
each RWA build and from each programme. The
bearings used in the RWAs are a pair of angular
contact bearings manufactured by SNFA using
SAE 52100 Stainless Steel. Arranged in a back to back
configuration the RWA design utilises them in an outer
race rotation configuration with a freely floating
Nylasint reservoir between the bearings. The bearings
and reservoir are mounted on a fixed Titanium shaft
cantilevered off the RWA baseplate. The shaft was
originally hollowed for lightness but in one of the few
design changes since SOHO a cartridge heater was
introduced into this cavity in the early 1990s. The
cartridge heater was designed for 2 purposes; a) to
maintain the temperature of the bearings above a
minimum value and by keeping the oil above its pour
point minimise the quiescent power consumption of the
RWAs and b) at much higher temperatures to allow oil
to be forced from the reservoir and into the bearings in
the event of evidence of degrading performance.
Cylindrical in shape the reservoir consists of a tubular
core of Nylasint between inner and outer aluminium
sleeves; it floats between the bearings on the shaft.

the end faces of the Nylasint tube and under the
influence of surface tension forces generated between
the hot reservoir and the cooler parts of the bearing
housing assembly; oil migrates along the shaft and into
the bearings.

The Nylasint reservoir is vacuum impregnated with oil
to ensure that it is 100% full of oil and is designed to
allow oil to freely migrate to the bearings relying upon
thermal gradients to provide the necessary forces to
transfer oil to the bearings. Similar systems have been
employed in other long life space mechanisms e.g. the
Hubble SADM [2] and [4].

A change in the performance of RWA B was first
noticed by ESOC in the autumn of 2008 after the
encounter with Asteroid Steins.

The process was validated by a series of ground tests
on a shaft and heater assembly fitted with a reservoir
and the inner races only of the bearings. The tests were
performed with the shaft in both horizontal and vertical
orientations, and supported by detailed modelling of
the reservoir showed that the reservoir had to be raised
to around 73C for a sufficiently large meniscus to
form on the end of the reservoir.
During the ground tests the oil took approximately
90 minutes to migrate along the shaft to the opposite
end of the bearing. The tests also showed that the
number of relubrications possible from a single
reservoir was limited, as the quantity of oil discharged
reduced with each activation and better results, in terms
of quantity of oil discharged, were achieved when the
temperature was increased by a few degrees with each
subsequent activation.
3.
3.1

IN-ORBIT MAINTENANCE
Initial Information

2.1. Relubrication Process

Figure 1: Wheel Friction History Sep-08 to Mar-09
Figure 1 shows the RWA friction plots for the RWAs
from Sep-08 to Mar-09. From this it can be seen that
one RWA (in red) is performing differently to the
others.
Figure 9: Oil migration from the Reservoir
(Note: The reservoir is shown on the right with an oil
meniscus indicated. The upwards pointing arrow
indicates the oil migration to the end of the bearing).
The relubrication process works by raising the
temperature of the reservoir such that the high CTE
(Coefficient of Thermal Expansion) Nylasint core is
squeezed against the aluminium outer sleeve forcing oil
from the Nylasint matrix. A meniscus of oil forms on

RWA B was switched off several times for short
periods, for example as part of checkout activities,
however, the brief rest did not improve the situation
and the performance after restart was almost identical.
ESOC also noted that there was a change in the heater
ON/OFF switching pattern but it could not be
determined if this was a cause or an effect. Neither
could it be determined what, if any, external influences
could have triggered the change in the switching
profile.

ESOC reported the change in the RWA friction in the
regular status report that is circulated to ex-Rosetta
personnel. As consequence of these observations ESA
and Airbus DS Stevenage started to exchange, review
and analyse the in-orbit data relating to the RWAs in
March 2009.
The following plots show that the friction profiles of
the RWAs had been steadily evolving over time and
that RWA B was slightly different to the other RWAs.
An examination of the acceptance test and build data
didn't highlight any obvious differences between the
RWAs. Ground test experience had told us that RWA
performance improved with time and all RWAs
required a run-in period. Also every RWA build was
slightly different and the run-in period and profile
would be unique to each RWA.

Figure 5: Rosetta Friction Profiles - Early 2008

Figure 6: Rosetta Friction Profiles - Sep to Dec, 2008
Figure 2: Rosetta Friction Profiles - Post Launch

Initially RWAs B and C showed friction profiles that
were different to the other 2 but as running hours
accumulated the RWAs tended towards a common
friction performance. RWA B however remained
slightly different to the other 3 RWAs.
3.2

Comparison with SOHO

The Rosetta RWAs are essentially the same as those
fitted to SOHO (launched Dec 1996) and an
examination of the in-orbit results from the SOHO
RWAs show a similar evolution in the friction profile
in some of the RWAs.
Wheel 1 Torque vs. Speed
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Figure 3: Rosetta Friction Profiles - Mar - Dec 2004
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Figure 7: SOHO Friction Evolution RWA #1
Figure 4: Rosetta Friction Profiles - 2007

These 2 plots show the changes in RWA friction for 2
RWAs on SOHO between 1996 and 2002. RWA #1 is
almost flat from the start whereas RWA #2 shows a

'humped' profile similar to that seen on Rosetta with a
flattening of the profile with time.
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3.4

Microvibration Results

As all the RWAs had been subjected to microvibration
testing prior to delivery as part of their acceptance
testing it was also decided to measure the
microvibration signature of the RWAs prior to and post
the relubrication activity using an accelerometer
mounted on Philae, the Rosetta Lander. The
microvibration test was performed just prior to the
relubrication and again just after to see if there was any
change in the RWA signature that would indicate that a
change had occurred.
The following 2 waterfall plots show the differences in
the microvibration signatures of RWA B pre and post
relubrication

Figure 8: SOHO Friction Evolution RWA #2
As with any mechanism where the processing is known
to be critical, continuity of maintaining the process is
very important. Continuity of bearing processing
between SOHO and Rosetta was shown to have been
maintained following a quality audit by Airbus DS,
Toulouse early in the Rosetta build, with the
recommendation that tighter controls on the quantity of
oil added and verified at set stages in the process were
introduced into the process.
3.3

Relubrication

Lubrication was planned for November 2009 at the
time of the last Earth fly-by. Rosetta would be closest
to the Sun and hence at its warmest and it would be
easier to achieve the required temperature at the
reservoir and hence ensure good relubrication. Prior to
the fly-by a short test was performed to determine the
coefficient of conductivity between the heater and the
shaft. The heater was switched on for a short period to
take it above the temperature limit of the normal lower
control limits.

Figure 12: Waterfall Plot before relubrication, RWA B

Figure 13: Waterfall Plot after relubrication, RWA B

Figure 10: Thermal Model Correlation Test
Using the in-orbit data returned, coupled with a
detailed Thermal Model of the RWA a value for the
coupling was derived and used to support the definition
of the heater switch on period for the lubrication
activity.

From these plots and other data received from this
activity there is clear indication of a change to the
signature. This was taken as an indicator that the
lubrication had been successful and oil had indeed been
forced from the reservoir into the bearings. Because of
the different configurations it is not possible to make a
direct comparison between the ground test and in-flight
data.
3.5

Post Relubrication Friction Plot

The following figure shows the RWA friction a few
days after the relubrication exercise. There is little to
distinguish RWA B (in pink) from the other 3 RWAs.

migrated oil around the bearing and hence retain it
within the bearing as the reservoir cooled.

Figure 11: RWA Friction plots after 1st Relubrication
Together with the supporting microvibration signature
changes we had 2 clear indicators to a successful
lubrication of RWA B.
We continued to monitor the RWA friction over the
coming months and initially the results were very
encouraging but the noise returned and continued to
increase in frequency and amplitude. Also evident in
the trace were periods of cage instability. Cage
instability is a phenomenon where the cage vibrates
chaotically and can be the start of a spiral into terminal
failure. It is usually indicative of either high or low
quantities of oil. Quite often it is present in newly built
RWAs. The additional friction during periods of cage
instability causes the bearing to run hotter, thinning the
oil, increasing the rate at which it is lost from the
bearings and also causing the complex oil molecular
structure to change due to the loss of the lower
fractions. In short the oil degrades and the oil ceases to
work as a lubricant and the bearing fails.

Figure 13: RWA B Friction Feb 2010
Early results were again very good but noise returned
after a short period.

Figure 14: RWA Friction Prior to Lutetia Encounter
RWA B was allowed to run until the encounter with
Lutetia in July 2010 after which on the
recommendation of the principle author the RWA was
switched off as a precautionary measure.
3.6

RWA C

Shortly after the Lutetia encounter RWA C started to
show signs of increased RWA friction and a second
team was assembled. This time personnel with system
experience and deeper knowledge of the spacecraft
systems were included in the team.

Figure 12: RWA B Friction Nov/Dec-09
A review of the data from the 1st relubrication exercise
showed that the reservoir didn't get as hot (~63C) as
had been desired, which suggested that although oil
been forced from the reservoir the quantity was much
less than had been seen during the ground tests. Access
to the spacecraft during the fly-by was limited and with
no means of raising the background temperature of the
spacecraft another lubrication was planned for January
2010 for a longer duration and with the RWA turning
slowly during part of the exercise to distribute the

Relubrication was seen as the only alternative and the
previous work was discussed. Two important questions
were asked of the new team members:
a) Was it possible to somehow override the hardwired
heater control temperatures in the Wheel Drive
Electronics (WDE) and run the bearings slightly
warmer?
and
b) Was it possible to raise the internal temperature in
the spacecraft during the relubrication in order to
get the reservoir core closer to the ideal value of
73?

It was then revealed that by using the On-board
Monitoring Service, Service 12, the hardwired heater
settings could be overridden and the heater could be
run at slightly elevated settings. Once the system was
proven using Service 12 an On-board Control
Procedure (OBCP) was written which took over the
heater control function from Service 12 and it was also
possible to switch on an additional spacecraft
transmitter during the relubrication, generating
additional background heat.
The RWA speed operating regime was also considered.
At the time of Rosetta delivery to offset concerns about
running below the Elastohydrodynamic (EHD)
boundary layer the decision was taken to run the
RWAs well away from this slow speed region. Since
the Rosetta delivery one life test RWA had been set to
run at 67 rpm continuously (2002). This RWA is not
showing any signs of degradation. Another RWA is
doing continuous Zero cross-overs and has
accumulated in excess of 750,000 zero-cross overs
between + and - 125 rpm. These have been performed
at the lowest possible drive currents and hence have
long transition periods. This RWA is also not showing
any signs degraded performance.
In the light of this evidence and the fact that cage
instability is less likely at lower speeds the RWA speed
operating range between momentum dumps was
reduced. An unfortunate side effect of running the
RWA slower is that the bearing temperature is slightly
lower making cage instability more likely to occur but
with the new found knowledge of the ability to raise
the heater settings this could be offset.

and RWA C had heater switching temperatures slightly
lower than RWAs A and D and the changes effected by
controlling the switching temperatures, brought C into
line with RWAs A and D.

Figure 16: RWA C Friction May/Jun-11
3.7

RWAs A and D

Throughout the mission the friction profile for RWAs
A and D have remained constant, essentially free from
noise.
3.8

Ground Testing at ESOC

Whilst Rosetta was in Deep Space Hibernation
between 8th June 2011 and 20th January 2014 a test
programme was instigated using the Flight Spare (FS)
RWA mounted in the EQM Spacecraft. This test
programme whilst primary aimed at evaluating the
interactions between the RWAs and the AOCS
controller in low speed domains was also intended to
investigate any adverse impacts on the RWA from
running at low speeds for extended durations and a test
programme was developed to satisfy these
requirements. Table 1 below shows the chronology of
the executed test programme.

Figure 15: RWA C Friction Nov-10 to Jun-11
RWA C was subsequently relubricated in the elevated
temperature spacecraft environment, the speed range
adjusted and the heater control settings were elevated
by a few degrees. In the following months RWA C's
running performance stabilized and on the whole the
RWA ran a lot quieter apart from one period of
increased noise.
The heater switching temperatures were set by a series
of resistors in the WDE and due to the tolerance ranges
on the hardware every RWA heater switches at slightly
different temperatures. Looking closely at the in-orbit
and acceptance test data it transpired that both RWA B

Table 1: Test Chronology
Initially some problems were experienced because it
became apparent that the ‘O’ seal between the cover
and baseplate had leaked in the 11 year period since the
wheel had been delivered and the internal pressure had
increased resulting in increased air drag and higher
than expected power consumptions, however, these
were resolved by re-evacuating the RWA. The test
programme included tests that were, where possible, a
replication of tests that been performed during the FS

RWA acceptance test to allow a direct comparison with
the acceptance test data to show that the wheel had
a) not suffered from being incorrectly stored – with an
off nominal rotation axis orientation, inclined at 45 –
or being almost totally inactive for 11 years and b) was
not degraded as a result of the slow speed operation
tests.

possible to analyse the data to see if a relationship
existed between occurrences of cage noise and
temperature. The following plot shows that such a
relationship clearly exists and by elevating the
minimum platform environment temperature – shown
in red - by a few degrees the occurrences of bearing
noise could be significantly reduced.

Figure 17: Passive Run Down Trend Analysis

Figure 20: GEO Spacecraft Temp vs Cage Instability
Events
3.10

Rosetta – Post Hibernation

Rosetta came out of hibernation in January 2014 and
after an initial stabilising run-in period for the RWAs
resulting from the work done in 1999 on the HLTM
RWA [1] the heater controls on wheels B and C were
elevated to 20C ON and 22C OFF and the wheel
speed ranges restricted to below 1000rpm. The
following plot shows the wheel friction from DoY 146.
From this it can be seen that the friction for wheels B
and C showed little difference from those of A and D.

Figure 18: Power Consumption Trend Analysis
Figures 17 and 18 above show the results from 2 of the
tests performed on the FS RWA. The data points in red
are those performed during the ground tests and those
in black are from the Acceptance Tesst in 2000 prior to
delivery. From these graphs it can be seen that the
performance over time is consistent and these results
do not indicate a problem with either the long term
ground storage or the ground tests where the wheel was
run for long periods close to zero. Post the test
programme the wheel was dissembled and a visual
inspection performed on the bearings. Apart from some
low level micro-pitting on the lower bearing there was
nothing to indicate an imminent failure of this RWA.
3.9

In-orbit Data

As well as the ESA missions SOHO, XMM, Integral
and Rosetta Airbus DS supplied wheels to a series of
GEO communication spacecraft and data from one of
those wheels also showed evidence of increased cage
noise. The beauty of a GEO spacecraft is that it is
subjected to daily and annual thermal cycles and it was

Figure 21: Friction Plots DoY146/2014
For the remainder of the mission until 30-Sep-16 when
Rosetta ended its mission with a successful soft landing
on 67P the regular Mission Operations Reports
reported that the friction on RWAs B and C were
abnormal. However, the team at ESOC did a fantastic
job of managing the spacecraft and the RWA operation
for the 25 months that Rosetta orbited and probed 67P.
Despite the heavy workload on the RWAs, as they
were used for the large number of orbit changes, and
the reported anomalies in the friction plots all 4 RWAs
remained operational throughout this phase of the
mission and will have continued to rotate after Rosetta
was switched off.

4.

CONCLUSIONS

There appears to be some credence in the initial
assessment made by ESOC that the noise was related to
temperature although all the evidence points to a very
fine line between a temperature above which operation
is noise free and below which operation is noisy.
The decision to turn off RWA B as a precautionary
measure was a valid decision. Leaving it running in an
increasingly noisy condition would probably have
resulted in the RWA failing, leaving the mission to
continue with only 3 RWAs and none in reserve.
The relubrication exercise is not considered a failure.
On RWA C in particular changing the heater
operational settings and getting the spacecraft
environment warmer during the 2nd relubrication
meant that the RWA ran smoother and closer to
nominal operation for the few months prior to
hibernation despite several periods of increased noise.
On RWA B it was quite clear that initially there was a
substantial improvement in the RWA performance.
Had RWA thermal control been available at the time
then we most certainly would have used this to run the
heater slightly warmer, earlier in the exercise, probably
with beneficial effects.
Comparing the work undertaken on RWA B with that
on RWA C it is fairly obvious that the right mix of
people with the right knowledge need to be employed
for such an exercise. Both system and equipment
knowledge are very important. At equipment level,
knowledge of the spacecraft, its configuration and its
systems, possible operating modes etc is scant and
detailed system knowledge is required to correctly
answer the questions posed; they will also have
detailed knowledge that will/may not have been fully
conveyed in the Users and Operating Manuals. On the
other hand whilst the team at ESOC do have detailed
knowledge of the spacecraft operation they do not,
cannot be expected to know every detail of the
spacecraft design. The collaboration between ESA and
industry on RWA C relubrication activities proved to
work out very well. With the experience gained during
the RWA B relubrication, it was possible to perform
the RWA C relubrication with a much shorter
turnaround.
From an equipment perspective it is clear that
continuity of design experience and product knowledge
is crucial when it comes to missions such as Rosetta
and mechanisms such as RWAs that have to operate
continuously for a number of years. Equipment designs
are never fully debugged and life tests only test one
instantiation of the design. It is therefore important to
retain the ability to access not only the written data
files but the knowledge held by the equipment team. In
the frame of an equipment that is in continuous
production, which in our industry really means
development, access to information that may have
come to light since the equipment was delivered.

Instructions in the Users Manuals should be
unambiguous and fully flowed up to ESOC so that
when anomalous behaviour occurs the correct action is
initiated as soon as possible. After such a long period
in flight, it was still possible for ESOC to get in contact
with the RWA spacecraft equipment suppliers. This
was clearly beneficial to the whole process.
5.

FOOTNOTE

Airbus DS Ltd. sold its RWA business to STORK SPE,
based in The Netherlands, in 2001. They subsequently
transferred the business to Bradford Engineering, also
based in The Netherlands in 2008. Bradford
Engineering provided thermal analysis and technical
support throughout the relubrication exercise and has
access to the in-orbit data returned. The experience
gained and the information acquired will assist them in
their continual development of the product and help
ensure the production of a world class product. A good
rapport exists between the principle author of this
paper, manager of the RWA product line at Stevenage
between 1993 and 2001, and Bradford Engineering
giving them good access to heritage data, knowledge
and information that would otherwise elude them.
6.

TEAM MEMBERS

Initially the team consisted of Paul McMahon, Airbus
DS, UK; Veysi Yuce, Bradford Engineering; Simon
Lewis, ESTL; Rene Seiler; ESTEC; Andrea
Accomazzo and Sylvain Lodiot, ESOC. For the work
centered on RWA C the team consisted of Paul
McMahon, Airbus DS, UK; Eric Van de Heide,
Bradford Engineering; Rene Seiler, Phil Airey and Lars
Oliefka, ESTEC, Andrea Accomazzo and Sylvain
Lodiot, ESOC. The testing at ESOC was managed by
Roberto Porta from ESOC.
7.
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